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1. Fill up strictly the details of sign on your answer book.

2. Prashn No. 1 kagrahdhath chhe.


1. Neechana prashnaro hankam jawaan apao.
   
   1. Arej naabhu akeo shu?
   
   2. Hishrana samikhsenako 'T' jhe pekuna samikhsenako 'K' kakh bhatano nirdesh kare.

   3. Nashaona musal ane bhavapari bijneko sanskar kevo chhe?
   

2. Nashaona aapana, aapchak ane bhavapari nashaona aapko samjavo.
   


5. (a) Aaparani bhekroli shabaksheenali mangadno samjavo.

   (b) Nashaakiep nheenali mangadno samjavo.
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Instructions: (1) As per the instruction no. 1 of page no. 1.
(2) Question no. 1 is compulsory.
(3) Figures to the right side indicate full marks of the questions.

1 Write short answers to the following questions:
   (1) What is near money?
   (2) Which matter does indicate Fisher's formula 'T' and Pigou's formula 'K'.
   (3) State the relationship between value of money and price-level.
   (4) State the different types of Price Index number.
   (5) State the objectives of credit-control.

2 Give the definition of money and explain the functions of money in modern economy.

OR

2 Explain the formulation of Index number with sample and explain its limitations.

3 Give the definition of inflation and explain the various type of inflation.

OR

3 (a) Explain the limitations of commercial bank credit creation.
    (b) Explain the limitation of monetary policy.

4 Write short note on any two:
   (1) Traditional functions of Central Bank
   (2) Concept of natural rate of unemployment
   (3) Effects of inflation on various group of society
   (4) Limitations of cash-balance theory.